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Progress Summary  

Highlights: 

(1) May 17th, 2017: Ken Tichauer presents “Making molecular imaging more quantitative: in 
vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo applications” to the Biophotonics Seminar Series, University of 
Washington, Seattle, WA. 

(2) May 25th, 2017: Ken Tichauer and Jovan Brankov present, “The ADEPT Cancer Imager: 
A Path to Personalized Medicine” to the Board of Trustees Partners’ Program at Illinois 
Tech. 

(3) May 25th, 2017: 3 Abstracts on the ADEPT work were accepted for presentation (1 talk 
and 2 posters) at the World Molecular Imaging Congress (WMIC) 2017 to be held in 
Philadelphia, PA in September 2017: 

a. L Sinha, W Zhou, JG Brankov, KM Tichauer. Early photon optical tomography 
signal-to-noise ratio improved by almost two orders-of-magnitude by running in the 
“deadtime” regime. Submitted to the World Molecular Imaging Congress, 
Philadelphia, PA, 2017. Oral Presentation. Received TRAVEL AWARD. 

b. N Sadeghipour, K Wills, SC Davis, KM Tichauer. Connection between molecular 
targeted drug response and molecular environment in cancer therapy: testing 
EGFR status vs. Erbitux therapy. Submitted to the World Molecular Imaging 
Congress, Philadelphia, PA, 2017. Poster Presentation. Received TRAVEL 
AWARD. 

c. C Li, X Xu, Y Basheer, KM Tichauer. Sentinel lymph node metastases detection in 
breast cancer: evaluation of CAIX/CAXII antibody targeted agents and indocyanine 
green for paired-agent fluorescence imaging protocols. Submitted to the World 
Molecular Imaging Congress, Philadelphia, PA, 2017. Poster Presentation. 
Received TRAVEL AWARD. 

(4) June 5th, 2017: NIH R01 Grant submitted entitled, “Enhanced paired-agent fluorescent 
optical projection tomography to detect metastases in breast sentinel lymph node biopsy” 
(5-year, $3M budget). 

(5) June 8th, 2017: Ken Tichauer presents “Quantitative molecular imaging of cancer using 
paired-agent protocols: from single cell studies to humans and everything in between” to 



 

the Cancer Center Carcinogenesis and Chemoprevention Program Seminar, UIC College 
of Medicine, Chicago, IL. 

(6) June 30th, 2017: Article on ADEPT system design and testing submitted for publication in 
Review of Scientific Instruments. 

a. L Sinha, M Fogarty, W Zhou, JG Brankov, KM Tichauer. Design and 
characterization of dead-time enhanced early photon projection imaging system. 
Submitted to Review of Scientific Instruments. 

 
Building upon our achievements in Q1 & 2 of the Nayar Prize I, Phase II, we are continuing to focus 
our efforts in two areas that will eventually be merged: (1) system development and (2) tissue 
staining/rinsing/imaging protocols. We have also expanded into a new subproject, (3) which is 
focused on developing a fluorescent phantom for system testing. Over the last 3 months we have 
made further advances in all three of these areas: 
 

System Development 
Students: Lagnojita Sinha and Veronica Torres 
Achievements: 

a. Parts arrive for femtosecond gating system 
While we have the highest temporal resolution time-correlated single photon counting system 
on the market (~ 1 ps resolution), some groups have realized it is possible to gate light 
detection on the order of 100 fs (10x smaller time window than we have) using second 
harmonic generation (SHG) crystals that upconvert light to half-wavelength (double the energy) 
only when two separate signals intersect in time. By delaying the femtosecond light source we 
have and overlapping it with the signal exiting the tissue sample at the SHG crystal, it’s 
possible to use the laser itself to gate the signal and potentially enhance even earlier photons 
than we are currently able to.  



 

Figure 1 presents a schematic of the setup that we are building. 

 

 
Figure 1: Proposed alternative strategy for early photon detection. Narrow laser pulse is split into two channels: One 
channel is sent through the sample after delay, and the other channel is recombined with channel 1 after the sample. 
Where the signal from the two channels overlap, a new signal will be created in the second harmonic generation (SHG) 
crystal at half the wavelength of the laser. A filter can then be used to remove the diffuse signal from the path (red), and 
the SHG signal, which is a narrow gate of the sample-transmitted signal (blue), can be measured by a detector. 

 
b. Improved SNR of dead-time enhanced early photon detection compared to longer imaging 

times 
One comment we have received in the review of our first paper describing dead-time 
enhanced early photon detection was that it could be possible to achieve the same number of 
early photons by simply imaging for longer. This is actually not entirely true. Not only can our 
system detect early photons at a rate that is at least 1000 times faster than conventional 
methods, the signal to noise ratio is also at least 10 times higher, as demonstrated in Fig. 2. 



 

 
Figure 2: Linearity of early photon detection rate and increase in signal to background ratio (SBR) using deadtime 
enhanced early photon detection. (a) Typical temporal pulse spread functions (TPSFs) are plotted with equivalent energy 
delivered into a 2-mm-thick tissue-mimicking optical phantom (ua = us = ). The black data corresponds to non-saturating 
power over 20 s of acquisition and the red data corresponds to deadtime inducing power over 0.2 s of acquisition. The 
green dashed lines illustrate the range where early photons were collected. (b) Number of early photon counts detected 
as a function of light energy delivered to the sample. Black data corresponds to non-saturating laser power (~10 μW) for a 
range of exposure times (0.2 – 200 s) to modify energy delivered and red data corresponds to deadtime inducing laser 
powers (~10 μW – 10 mW) for an exposure time of 0.2 s. (c) The number of background (or afterpulsed) photons detected 
within an equivalent range to the early photon window for the same dataset presented in (b). (d) Signal to background 
ratio, given by number of early to number of background photons normalized to the lowest power/shortest acquisition time 
for the dataset presented in (b) and (c). 

 

Tissue Protocols 
Students: Cynthia Li and Negar Sadeghipour 
Achievements: 

a. First demonstration of a direct inject micrometastasis lymph node model, as well as an in vivo 
rat metastatic breast cancer model. 
In the Q1 report, we demonstrated a first shot at “seeing” cancer cells that were directly 
implanted into a rat popliteal lymph node (shown again in Fig. 3A-D). That study demonstrated 
the promise of our ability to stain the interior of intact lymph nodes, which is important for our 



 

ADEPT mapping of cancer cells in lymph nodes to work. To create more realistic models of 
human breast cancer micrometastases (clusters of cells between 0.2-2 mm in diameter that 
have spread to tumor draining lymph nodes), we have (1) tested out a model of growing tumor 
spheroids of 0.2 mm in gel tissue culture for direct implantation into lymph nodes (Fig. 3E); and 
(2) tested out a model of true metastasis in a rat by implanting human breast cancer cells into 
the mammary fat pad of an immune-deficient rat, and waiting 8 weeks for metastases to 
appear in tumor draining lymph nodes. Hematoxylin and eosin staining in Fig. 3F demonstrates 
our ability to achieve realistic sized micrometastases in the rat lymph nodes for testing the 
ADEPT system. 

 
Figure 3: Paired-agent imaging of cancer cells in stained and rinsed lymph node. Node was co-stained with IRDye 
800CW-Erbitux (A), and IRDye 700DX-IgG (B). Signals measured by Pearl Imaging after sectioning gives a binding 
potential image of cancer localization (C) that lined up with red fluorescent protein (D). Micromets were created in 3D cell 
culture (E). Metastatic micromets in rat lymph node (F). 

 
 

b. Advanced analysis of our first human lymph node imaging 
At the very end of Q2, we were able to present some preliminary results of staining human 
lymph nodes that we acquired from a tissue bank. Since then, we have analyzed a number of 
other aspects of these two nodes. Specifically, we showed that the uptake and washout rates 
of our targeted and control imaging agents were very similar (top right of Fig. 4) in these tumor-



 

free nodes, which is critical for the success of our paired-agent quantitative molecular imaging 
methods. We also demonstrated that our simple staining and rinsing protocol results in 
penetration of both targeted and control imaging agents into the very center of the lymph 
nodes (~1.5 cm in diameter). This means that all of our ADEPT imaging can eventually be 
done on intact, fresh lymph node specimens nondestructively such that subsequent 
conventional pathology can still be carried out as a means of verification of the ADEPT 
imaging. 

 
Figure 4: Advanced analysis of first human lymph node imaging. Top left: specimen upon arrival. Bottom left: lymph nodes 
upon dissection. Middle top: targeted (red) and control (green) imaging agent fluorescent images of lymph nodes after 
staining and rinsing protocol (top right). Middle bottom: targeted (red) and control (green) imaging agent penetration into 
whole lymph node, seen in section. The distribution was very similar between the agents, which is ideal in this tumor free 
case (bottom right). 

 
 
 
 

 
 



 

Fluorescent imaging phantom development 
Students: Veronica Torres, Morgan Fogarty 
Achievements: 

a. Quantum dot phantom imaging 
In the last quarter, we identified two quantum dot species that could be used for phantom 
development for testing the ADEPT system. Use of quantum dots, which are extremely stable 
to photobleaching, allows us to create long-lasting phantoms that can be imaged by multiple 
future instrumentation/image reconstruction approaches to accurately assess improvements 
made. In Q3, we developed methods to create micrometastasis-sized (0.2-2 mm) inclusions of 
fluorescence in the phantoms to represent pockets of cancer. The first ADEPT images of 
phantoms are presented in Fig. 5, along with a depiction of how the phantoms are created with 
epoxy resin and placement of fluorophore inclusions using an XY plotter with 0.1 mm 
resolution. 

 
Figure 5: High stability fluorescent phantom creation. Fluorescence from Quantum Dot CIS700 and CIS800 are present in 
0.1 nM concentration in Eppendorf tubes and imaged on the prototype ADEPT system. Phantoms are created layer-by-
layer, placing 0.1 μL drops of QD solution in whatever pattern is desired by XY plotter, between layers. Initial patterns are 
imaged on the prototype ADEPT. White bar is 1 mm. 

 


